The need for organizations to evaluate their environmental practices has been recently increasing. This fact has led to the development of many approaches to appraise such practices. In this paper, a novel decision model to evaluate company's environmental practices is proposed to improve traditional evaluation process in different facets. Firstly, different reviewers' collectives related to the company's activity are taken into account in the process to increase company internal efficiency and external legitimacy. Secondly, following the standard ISO 14031, two general categories of environmental performance indicators, management and operational, are considered. Thirdly, since the assumption of independence among environmental indicators is rarely verified in environmental context, an aggregation operator to bear in mind the relationship among such indicators in the evaluation results is proposed. Finally, this new model integrates quantitative and qualitative information with different scales using a multi-granular linguistic model that allows to adapt diverse evaluation scales according to appraisers' knowledge.
Introduction
Corporate Social Responsibility has a pivotal role in Business models and although it has been differently defined along years, all definitions have five dimensions on common: The environmental, the social, the economic, the stakeholder and the voluntariness dimension. Focusing on the environmental dimension, in recent years companies and institutions have born environmental pressures from regulators. This fact has forced many corporations to expand their attention to environmental responsible practices and to manage their environmental issues as a strategic competitive issue. Therefore, companies need to implement strategies to reduce their environmental impacts and to contribute to environmental sustainability. As a result, the environmentally conscious practices have emerged in form of systems (environmental management systems) and programs to improve processes and products by means of internal policies, actions and plans like design for environment, recycling, waste management, life cycle analysis, green supply chain management and so on (e.g., see [1, 2] ). Aside from environmental pressures from regulators, companies implement environmentally conscious practices due to the fact that there is a link between carrying on environmental strategies and improving business performance (see [3] [4] [5] , among other).
In order to reflect the company's efforts and achievements in relation with its environmental performance, many environmental performance indicators (EPI) have been developed. These are used for environmental performance evaluation because they allow communication at different organizational levels and also they provide a basis for making decisions to reach specific goals. Taking into account the aforementioned wide spectrum of issues, the main aims of this contribution can be summarized as follows. Firstly, proposing a new environmental integral evaluation model for companies, general enough to integrate indicators built over diverse standpoints. Non-focused on selecting a particular environmental indicator set. Secondly, overcoming the limitations associated with some previous models to evaluate environmental practices proposing a model where different sets of reviewers could evaluate company's environmental practices attending to different criteria. Thirdly, presenting a flexible evaluation framework allowing appraisers may express their assessments by means of numerical or linguistic information according to the criteria nature. Finally, for addressing the interdependence among criteria/EPIs in a flexible way, the discrete Choquet integral is adopted in the model-like aggregation operator (see [26] ).
The novelty of this model is not only its generality but also its capacity to deal with evaluation frameworks in which different set of reviewers (internal and external, experts and non-experts) can assess criteria of diverse nature conforming a flexible heterogeneous framework where different domains of information (numerical, linguistic) are allowed. Finally another important improvement offered by this novel procedure is the management of interdependence among criteria by using the discrete Choquet integral. Therefore, this proposal for an environmental integral evaluation model is versatile enough to be applied under various settings.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present a roughly overview of previous works. Section 3 is devoted to detail our proposal of environmental integral evaluation model and Section 4 provides with an illustrative application on a manufacturing company. The paper ends pointing out some concluding remarks.
Related Works
Before proposing our new approach to carry out evaluation of company's environmental practices, a short review of the context of environmental evaluation and previous works are included. Initially environmental issues are alluded and then the methodology traditionally used it.
Evaluating Corporate Environmental Practices
Companies have usually performed different environmental policies from reactive to proactive strategies, some of them react to institutional pressures and stringent environmental regulations (see [9, 27] ). In many instances, companies respond to influences from large corporate buyers, that demand environmental information to their suppliers. However, a lot of companies voluntarily implement environmental programs, in some cases devoting attention to diverse stakeholder or pursuing environmental reputation (e.g., see [2, 28] ). For these reasons different authors agree to include stakeholder in the environmental evaluation process (see [1, 2, 29, 30] ). Therefore, it is relevant to take into account multiple viewpoints of the concerned parties in the evaluation.
From another point of view, the increasing acceptance of ISO 14001 environmental standards, has caused thousands of facilities worldwide to have adopted Environmental Management System (EMS) that is required to be certified to ISO 14001 (see [31, 32] ). The environmental standards involve an explicit commitment for improvement of environmental performance (EP). Although there is not a compulsory way of building performance indicators, ISO 14001 gives guidance in environmental performance evaluation through environmental performance indicators, defined as the "specific expression that provides information about an organization's environmental performance". In the standard ISO 14031, there are three basic types of EP indicators (EPI): operational (OEPI), management (MEPI) and environmental condition indicators (ECI) (see [33] ). The latter intend to provide information about the local, regional, national or global condition of the environment. The MEPIs provide information about management activities in reference to the strategic policy, staffing policy, practices, procedures, decisions and actions at all levels of the organization. The OEPIs provide information about environmental performance of the operations of the organization relative to organization's physical facilities and equipment (material and energy flows).
Although there is not a discussion about this classification, the ECIs are rarely applied by companies while the OEPIs have been reported more widely than the MEPIs, as is shown in different works (see e.g., [16, 18, 21, 34] ). It is relevant to point out that those indicators are quite general and they can encompass results of other more specific environmental evaluation tools such as life cycle assessment, environmental risk assessment and so on.
Diverse approaches have been introduced and a great variety of measurement items may be used in the construction of environmental performance indicators (EPIs) (see [16, 17, 35] ). In the literature, a large number of studies have reported a broad range of such indicators (see [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , among other).
Another relevant aspect of environmental evaluation context is the existence of intertwined relations among the components and elements of the environmental practices. This is a notable feature and it has deserved certain attention in the literature (see [16] [17] [18] [19] ). It is not easy to take into account such relationships in the evaluation procedure. One way of addressing partially this issue has been through organizing environmental aspects or factors or components that arise from other subcomponents or elements in a hierarchical way. This common practice has also an inherent interest in the environmental matter (see [1, 20] ).
Evaluation Methodologies
Many works have addressed the evaluation of corporate environmental performance with different tools (see e.g., [21, 23] , among other). This contribution focuses on the use of the Multi-Criteria Decision Making Theory to deal with environmental issues. Some approaches are based on traditional methods like Multi-Attribute Analysis technique (MAA) (see e.g., [12] ), Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) (see e.g., [10, 36] ), Analytical Network Process (ANP) (see [1, 11] ) and others specifically developed models (see e.g., [22] ). Several references to diverse applications of multi-criteria analysis can be foun to specific issues in corporate environmental evaluation in [15] .
Usually it is necessary to handle qualitative information as well as quantitative one in environmental performance evaluation. Given the difficulty of mixing imprecise knowledge in a common way, the Fuzzy Set Theory is expanding in this area. Some proposals in this line are the Fuzzy Extended Analytical Hierarchy Process (see e.g., [36] ), the Fuzzy TOPSIS (Technique for Order Performance by Similarity to Ideal Solution ) (see e.g., [37] ), the adaptation of Grey Relational Analysis (see e.g., [38] ) and another more general works such as [39] .
Some contributions in the environmental evaluation context discuss how to integrate the interdependence relations in the evaluation process (e.g., see [19, 20, 40, 41] ).
A Multi-Criteria Decision Integral Model for Evaluating Environmental Practices
Taking into account the aforementioned goals of the paper, a new proposal of environmental integral evaluation model is introduced in further detail below and its novelties and improvements.
Generally speaking, the main issue of an evaluation process is to compute a set of overall assessments that summarizes information and provides useful knowledge on evaluated elements. Decision analysis is an excellent field to carried out evaluation processes since includes a wide variety of methods for appraising a set of alternatives considering different criteria and involving several experts. It has got good results as it can be seen in the literature (see [24, 25] ). Therefore, in this paper an environmental evaluation process based on a classical decision analysis approach is proposed. It consists of three main stages: establishing a framework suitable for the environmental evaluation, gathering information and rating process. In an heterogeneous information context like environmental evaluation, the rating process begins with a normalization of the information [42] . After that, it is possible to carry out an aggregation in an appropriate way. And, finally, we are in the position to make an assessment of the outcomes. Figure 1 shows a graphical scheme of the proposed model. All this steps are going to be explained in coming subsections.
Evaluation Framework
The evaluation framework fixes actors and elements that may be considered to evaluate environmental practices of a company with n facility sites, X = {x 1 , ..., x n }. The type of criteria, appraisers and domains used in our proposal are described below.
Criteria Selection
EPIs depict vast quantity of environmental information, relevant attributes or environmental criteria, in a comprehensive and concise way (see [12, 13] set of all criteria C is split into two subsets: one subset of quantitative criteria, C 1 , and another one of qualitative, C 2 . The criteria structure is then the following one:
• Management performance criteria:
• Operational performance criteria:
Generally, information provided by reviewers is expressed by means of crisp values (to evaluate quantitative criteria) or by means of words based on Liker's methodology (see [43] ) (to evaluate qualitative criteria) (see [14, 22] ). In this novel model the appraisers express their assessments with different linguistic descriptors to asses qualitative criteria. So, our proposal is to manage the qualitative criteria using different scales with a multi-granular linguistic model that allow to adapt the evaluation scales and model the linguistic information by using the fuzzy linguistic approach (see [44] ).
Reviewers' Selection
Following the standard ISO 14001, company's environmental practices are assessed from diverse collectives related to the company activity and not only from the top technical environmental managers. This fact increases company internal efficiency and external legitimacy (see [27, 30] ).
Thus, a method that distinguishes between experts and non-experts reviewers is developed. Moreover, two general set of reviewers, the internal and the external ones are considered due to the importance to include several information sources related to the company environmental practices. These reviewers are classified based on their knowledge and their information about criteria. Therefore, the following collectives of reviewers take part in the evaluation process (see Figure 2 for a symbolic summary):
• A set of internal reviewers: -A set of company's internal experts:
A set of company's internal non-expert (such as managers, staff, employees, etc.):
A set of external reviewers: -A set of company's external experts such as auditors:
A set of company's external non-experts evaluators, B NE , which is split in two types depending on their relation to the company:
1.
A set of general stakeholders (shareholders, suppliers, government regulators, local communities, intermediate customers, large retailers, final consumers):
A set of social constituents (community groups, trade associations, labor unions, environmental groups): B NE−S = {b
Therefore, B NE = B NE−G B NE−S . 
Gathering Information
Once criteria and reviewers have been established, the next step consists of gathering reviewer's assessments about each facility site with regards to each criterion and attending to their knowledge on them. These evaluations are denoted as follows:
•
Let a E i,j,k and a NE i,j,k be the internal reviewers' evaluations, experts and non-experts respectively, on the facility site x i by the j-th reviewer regarding the criterion c 
where R + is the set of non-negative real numbers and S k A E and S k A NE are the linguistic term sets used by the internal experts and non-experts reviewers, respectively, to evaluate the criterion k.
• In the same way, let
, and b NE−S i,j,k be the external reviewers' evaluations, experts and non-experts from stakeholders and social constituencies, respectively, on the facility site x i by the j-th reviewer with regard to the criterion c
where R + is the set of non-negative real numbers and S k B E , S k B NE−G and S k B NE−S are the linguistic term sets used by the external experts and non-experts reviewers, respectively, to evaluate the criterion k.
Note that any appropriate linguistic term set , S k , is characterized by its cardinality |S k |. In order to keep the notation as simple as possible we use S k , the subscript denotes the reviewers collective.
Rating Process
To deal with the information gathered, we adapt the proposal presented in [42] to our aim. Each step of this process is described in the following subsections and its scheme is depicted in Figure 1 .
Normalization Phase
In order to manage properly the assessments from reviewers, all gathered heterogeneous information should be unified in the normalization phase. Due to the fact that criteria used to evaluate environmental practices could have different domains, it is necessary to achieve the normalization process by means of different ways, depending on the criterion nature.
Firstly, if the compiled information is regarded to a qualitative criterion c
, the registered values are linguistic labels that belong to a linguistic term set. Each collective of reviewers can use different linguistic term sets to evaluate qualitative criteria for each facility site. Therefore, we need to bring all the linguistic labels into a unique expression domain, a common linguistic term set called Basic Linguistic Term Set (BLTS). The BLTS is selected with the aim of keeping as much knowledge as possible. It is denoted by S = {s 0 , . . . , s g } and its granularity |S| is g (see [42] ). This procedure conducts the heterogeneous information into fuzzy sets and later into linguistic 2-tuples in the BLTS (see [44, 45] for more details). The definition of the 2-tuples is recalled below. 
where round assigns to β the integer number i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , g} closest to β.
Secondly, if gathered information is on a quantitative criterion c
, we have to distinguish between benefit or cost criterion to accomplish accurately the normalization process.
Let y i,j,k be the assessment to the facility site x i of the reviewer j, on the criterion k, c
where y k max is the maximum assessment expressed for all reviewers over all facility sites attending to the k-th criterion, that is, y i,j,k .
Then, y i,j,k is conducted it into the BLTS by means of linguistic 2-tuples following [42, 46] . Once the information is normalized and unified, we proceed to the next step of the rating process, the aggregation.
Aggregation Phase
In this phase, the individual assessments are aggregated by means of aggregation operators according to the step of the aggregation phase and considering their properties. We focus especially on proposing the OWA and discrete Choquet integral as aggregation operators. The former does not distinguish the origin of the values (they are anonymous). This allows to manage properly information from different reviewers. The latter operator is useful to manage interdependence among criteria which are commonly found in environmental evaluation.
In the environmental evaluation literature the existence of relations among environmental indicators is well-known but it is rarely explicitly defined. Obviously, not to take into account these relations it could have consequences over outcomes and it could disturb company's environmental final decisions. With the aim of overcoming this drawback, our proposal manages such a relationship by means of discrete Choquet integral (see [26, 47, 48] ). This aggregation operator allows us to take into account interactions among criteria or EPIs and, also, the global importance of each criteria or EPI.
Then, each stage of the aggregation process is developed. The Figure 3 displays an outline of this phase.
1.
Computing EPIs for each reviewers' collective and each criterion.
Since we assume that the reviewers give their evaluations individually, we propose to use the 2-tuple OWA operator from [46] . We reproduce its definition below. 
where β * i is the i-th largest element of ∆
In order to apply this operator, the weighting vector can be computed using the well-known non-decreasing quantifiers proposed by Yager (see [49] ). It is important to note that each concrete aggregation procedure with OWA operators can use a different quantifier, in other words, a different weighting vector. This adds flexibility to the model.
The reviewers' assessments are aggregated for each criterion and each collective (see Figure 3 ) by means of a 2-tuple OWA operator, G − − . Then, for each collective and for every criterion c − k , the process is conducted as follows: -For internal reviewers (experts and non-experts, respectively):
-For external reviewers (experts and non-experts, respectively):
where I B NE−G k (x j ) is the environmental performance indicator for stakeholder reviewers:
and I B NE−S k (x j ) is the environmental performance indicator for social constituents reviewers:
2.
Computing EPIs for experts/non-experts reviewers and each criterion.
As in the preceding step, the OWA operator is used. The previous environmental performance indicators for the x j facility site:
k (x j ) and I B NE k (x j ) are aggregated for each criterion taking into account if the reviewers are experts or not (see Figure 3) . The previous indicators belonging to the experts reviewers are then aggregated by means of an OWA operator for each criterion c
Analogously to the experts reviewers, an environmental performance indicator is computed for each criterion c − k by aggregating the opinions of all non-experts reviewers.
3.
Computing global EPIs.
The proposed environmental integral evaluation model puts forward the computation of three global environmental performance indicators: an overall that includes all the issues, a management one relative to management issues and an operational one for the operational issues considered. In this way, the major recommendations issued by the ISO 14001 is followed and the model takes the most advantage of the gathered information.
From the previous step, there are two values for every single criterion, one from experts reviewers and another from non-experts reviewers for each facility site.
Now to aggregate the values corresponding to different criteria, we propose to use the discrete Choquet integral as aggregation operator. It allows for consideration of the interrelations among criteria through the choice of an specific fuzzy measure.
(a) An overall global EPI.
In order to cover better the possible interdependences among criteria when we compute an overall global EPI, we do not distinguish between management and operational criteria because we could have interdependences among some management criteria with some operational criteria. Therefore, we do not limit to consider the interdependence among management criteria on the one hand, or only among operational criteria on the another hand.
We propose to determine a fuzzy measure, µ, over the set of all criteria,
And then, this fuzzy measure is used to calculate the associated Choquet integrals. Theoretical aspects of Choquet Integral are included in Appendix A. We must do twice, one for the values coming from the experts reviewers and another one for the values coming from the non-experts reviewers. Afterwards, a convex linear combination of both is computed which is the overall global EPI. The parameter β ∈ (0, 1) is chosen arbitrary taking into account the interest of the company. It stands for the relative importance assigned for the expert reviewers assessments versus the non-expert reviewers assessments. Figure 3) .
In this case, we take the fuzzy measure previously built on the set of all criteria, C, and we derive from it two new fuzzy measures, one on the set of management criteria, C M , and another on the set of operational criteria, C O , called µ M and µ O , respectively. So, they are coherent to the previous one, µ. These are defined as follows
where
where S ⊆ C O Now, from these fuzzy measures we proceed to calculate the mentioned indicators using a discrete Choquet integral for each one.
• Management global environmental performance indicator (MEPI). In order to calculate this indicator we aggregate the experts and non-experts indicators for management criteria, c M = {c M 1 , . . . , c M p } by means of a Choquet integral based on the fuzzy measure µ M previously defined. We then compute a convex linear combination of both of them. γ ∈ (0, 1) is selected depending on the interest of the company (see Figure 3) .
• Operational global environmental performance indicator (OEPI). Analogously to management global EPI, an operational global environmental performance indicator is computed for operational criteria, c O = {c O 1 , . . . , c O q } adopting the same strategy to aggregate the experts and no-experts indicators for such criteria. We use the Choquet integral based on the fuzzy measure µ O defined above and a convex linear combination of both with a constant δ ∈ (0, 1) chosen according of the interest of the company (see Figure 3) .
All these indicators obtained in each step of the aggregation process,
O (x j ) and I(x j ) are used for evaluating company environmental practices, not only the overall global EPI for each facility site. 
Rating Phase
In the rating phase, the management team shall classify and order facility sites according to the environmental performance indicators obtained in the previous phase. Since those values are linguistic 2-tuples over the BLTS, the sorting and ranking of facility sites are carried out according to the ordinary lexicographic order presented in [46] .
One of the most important points of an environmental practices evaluation process is providing feedback to facility sites. With this environmental integral evaluation model, several indicators are obtained for each facility site. Among them are the MEPI and OEPI recommended in the standard ISO14001. In this way, manager team know comprehensive results in the process evaluation and they can use them to formulate environmental policy and programs in order to improve company's environmental practices.
An Illustrative Application
A manufacturing company which is carrying out an evaluation on their environmental practices is considered. This company involves in the evaluation process assessments from internal and external reviewers.
To begin with, the evaluation framework is presented. Without loss of generality a company with two facility sites to be evaluated: X = {x 1 , x 2 } is considered according to the criteria described below.
• The criteria can be sorted out according to different issues. We can classify them by the criteria nature and based on the type of information gathered (see Section 3.1.1). In this case, these classifications of the cited criteria are shown in Table 1 . These criteria are assessed by diverse reviewers' collectives:
• Internal reviewers. This reviewers' collective is made up of: -A set of three company's internal experts:
A set of two company's internal non-experts:
External reviewers. This collective consists of: -A set of two company's external experts such as auditors:
A set of five company's external non-experts evaluators which is made up of two different reviewers' collectives:
1.
A set of three general stakeholders: B NE−G = {b
A set of two social constituents: B NE−S = {b
It is worth noticing that each group of reviewers express their appraisals on the facility sites, but not necessarily attending to the same criteria. For example, the non-experts do not assess the criterion c M 3 relative to funds in research projects because they do not have enough knowledge. In relation with the expression domains used specifically in the assessments, there are three quantitative and three qualitative criteria. The term set referred to criteria Site x 1 P VP P VP P MP VP VP P P P P Site x 2 P P VP VP P P VP P P VP MP P Table 3 . Appraisals from the reviewers for criterion c M 2 . After gathering the appraisals, the rating process begins. According to the proposed environmental evaluation process in Section 3, the three phases of the rating process are carried out.
The first phase of the rating process is the normalization phase, whose target is unified all the information gathered from reviewers. We begin by transforming the numerical values into the interval [0, 1] as it was stated in Section 3.3.1. Let us recall that c O 1 and c O 3 are cost criteria and c M 3 is a benefit criterion. After that, both numerical and linguistic values will be conducted into a unique linguistic term set called BLTS by means of fuzzy sets. In this case the BLTS is S = {VP, . . . , VG}. Following the procedure described previously, all the values are conducted into linguistic 2-tuples in S . The results are not shown here because of the length (see complementary material). Now, a global assessment for each facility site in a multi-step aggregation process is computed like it was proposed in Section 3.3.2 (see Figure 3 ).
Computing environmental performance indicators for each reviewers' collective and each criterion.
In the first step of this process, we apply the 2-tuple OWA operator, which requires a weighting vector. This vector can be chosen in different ways. Particularly, in this example, we use the weighting vector determined by a fuzzy linguistic quantifier (see [50] ), the quantifier "most" whose parameters are (0.3, 0.8).
The aggregation value with these OWA operators is computed for each criterion for the collectives of internal expert and internal non-experts and for each site (I A E k (x j ) and I A NE k (x j )), see Table 8 . Table 8 . Environmental indicators for internal reviewers for each criterion.
The environmental performance indicators for general stakeholder reviewers and for social constituents reviewers are obtained by aggregating the values associated to them for each criterion and for each site I B NE−S k (x j ) and I B NE−G k (x j )). They are used to compute the indicators for each criterion for external non-experts and for each site (I B NE k (x j ). In addition, the aggregation value is obtained for each criterion for the external experts and for each site (I B E k (x j )). As noted above, all these calculations have been made using OWA operators with the appropriated weights. The results are showed in Table 9 . 
2.
Computing environmental performance indicators for experts/non-experts reviewers and each criterion.
In the second step of the process, the 2-tuple OWA operator is also applied using the weighting vector calculated before. It is worth pointing out that there is the possibility to use another one attending to the specific characteristics of a particular case study. After these calculations, an environmental performance indicator is computed for experts and non-experts, for each criterion about each facility site. These results are shown in Table 10 . The Figure 5a , displays those values for each criteria. Table 10 . EPIs for experts and non experts for each criterion. 
3.
Computing global environmental performance indicators.
In this step, the values in Table 10 are aggregated for each facility site. At this point, it is needed to aggregate the indicators from different criteria. Therefore, according to the proposed environmental integral evaluation model, the 2-tuple Choquet integral operator is used, which is able to cope with interaction among criteria. Consequently, specific fuzzy measures suited for this example are required and included in Appendix B.
(a) An overall global environmental performance indicator. Now, the fuzzy measures from Table A2 and from Table A4 are employed to calculate the associated 2-tuple Choquet integral for experts and for non experts, respectively, in each site (I E and I NE ). These computed values are shown in Table 11 . Finally, the overall global environmental performance indicator for each facility site is computed from previous indicators as it was established in the Section 3.3.2, using for example β = 0.75. They are shown in Table 12 . In the last step of the process, a management global indicator and an operational global indicator for each facility site are derived. In a similar way to the previous step, the values for several criteria are aggregated using a 2-tuple Choquet integral separately for the management criteria and for operational criteria. In the latter calculation it is used both the fuzzy measure for management µ M and the fuzzy measure for operational criteria µ O , respectively. The results are in Table 13 . In order to compute the final values by the proposed procedure, both types of criteria are aggregated for experts and non experts using γ = δ = 0.75. The resultant management and operational global performance indicators are shown in Table 14 . In order to ease the evaluation of the outcomes, the partial and global results obtained in the aggregation process are displayed in Figure 5b .
Finally, a classification between the facility sites is established with the purpose of identifying the best one, both overall as global management and operational issues. Using the ordinary lexicographic order on S , the facility site x 1 , with a value (Fair, −0.4) ∈ S , is the best globally carrying out environmental practices with this evaluation. As well, the results show the facility site x 2 is slightly better than facility site x 1 in management issues, but not in operational ones. These indicators make visible different facets of the environmental strategies, as suggested by the standard ISO 14001 guidelines. Also note that both experts and non-experts consider better the site x 1 . The company now knows the partial and global results which indicate the weak points of the facility sites and it allows to synchronize environmental facility site goals with company's environmental goals.
Conclusions
The evaluation of environmental practices allows companies and organizations to determine their efficiency and effectiveness of their efforts concerning environmental aspects. In this paper, an environmental integral evaluation model has been presented facilitating the comprehensive analysis. This new approach ensures the most relevant issues are regarded in the evaluation process. So, it can deal with different reviewers' collectives related to the company's activity. These reviewers express their objective and subjective perceptions presenting different degrees of knowledge about evaluated facility sites. Thus in our proposal, appraisers could express their assessments in different scales according to their knowledge and criteria nature. In addition, this model handles the interdependence among environmental criteria by means of the use of the discrete Choquet integral. It is worth emphasizing that the proposed model is quite flexible to be adapted easily to different settings. A computational experiment for making sensitivity analysis on fuzzy measures could be considered as future research.
Finally, the proposed model not only produces an overall global environmental performance indicator for each facility site, but also a management global and an operational global environmental performance indicators. In addition, it generates intermediate environmental performance indicators according to the opinions of each set of reviewers and each criterion. These are useful for the organization in its environmental improvement effort.
In the following appendixes some definitions and explanations are included to better understand our approach and our illustrative application. 
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Appendix A. A Short Survey on Discrete Choquet Integral for Dealing with Dependencies of EPIs
The application of the Choquet integral in multiple criteria decision making problems has been expanding and the main advances can be seen in [26, 47] . When criteria have inter-dependent characteristics, it is not suitable to aggregate them by traditional aggregation operators based on additive measures because it would cause some bias effects in results. Then, we can use alternative operators that has been developed for this distinctive feature. These operators are based on fuzzy measures (or capacities), which only fulfil a monotonicity instead of additivity property. In this appendix, some definitions and important needed results are included for this application. Definition A1. Let C = {c 1 , . . . , c n } be a finite universe. A fuzzy measure or capacity is a set function µ : P (C) −→ [0, 1] which satisfies:
where P (C) is the set of all subsets of C.
Definition A2. Let µ a fuzzy measure on C, the Möbius representation of µ is a set function m µ : P (C) −→ given by
We note that if it is known the Möbius representation, it is easy to recover the fuzzy measure from which was derived µ(T) = ∑ S⊆T m µ(S) , ∀T ⊆ C. Definition A3. Let f : C −→ R + be a function with x k = f (c k ) for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The discrete Choquet integral of f with respect to a fuzzy measure µ is given by
where denote the minimum.
Remark A1. From a mathematical point of view, the discrete Choquet integral is a linear expression up to a reordering of the elements. In addition, as it has been proved in several references such as [26, 51, 52] , among others, the Choquet integral fulfills very significant mathematical properties like idempotence, continuity, non-decreasing monotonicity, stability under the same positive linear transformation, decomposability and compensativeness.
In this paper, we underscore the importance of the latter because it is essential for our application. Compensativeness indicates that:
This allows us to transform the results of the aggregation by means of the Choquet integral into 2-tuples in the linguistic term set using the results in [46] , faciliting understanding. It proves suitable the following definition. Definition A4. [53] Let (l 1 , α 1 ) , . . . , (l m , α n ) be a vector of linguistic 2-tuple, C = {1, 2, . . . , n} a finite universe and µ a fuzzy measure on C, then the 2-tuples Choquet integral operator is defined as:
here denote the minimum.
It is relevant to point out that the fuzzy measure plays a key role in the Choquet integral comparable with the choice of weights in the weighted mean. Moreover, the weighted mean and the OWA aggregation operator are special cases of the Choquet integral for specific fuzzy measures which are connected with the weighting vector (see [52] ).
The value, which the fuzzy measure assigns to a set A of criteria, µ(A) defines the weight of one combination of criteria, but it does not give the global importance of the criteria not either the degree of interaction among them. The overall importance of one or more criteria is given through all the measures µ(A) where A contains such criteria. On the basis of this idea, it has been proposed different indexes being the most common the Shapley index, which expresses the relative importance of a single criterion or a number of criteria into the decision problem. Thus, those indexes help to analyse the behavioral properties of the aggregation operator (see [51] ).
In order to use the Choquet integral in our approach, we need to have at our disposal a fuzzy measure. Since it is convenient to choose one adjusted to our decision problem, we put forward identifying an appropriate fuzzy measure from its concrete characteristics. The main possibilities to do that are enclosed below. Once a fuzzy measure is identified the associated Choquet integral can be used as an aggregation tool.
Identification of the Fuzzy Measure
The identification of a suitable fuzzy measure to a particular Multi-Criteria Decision problem is the great importance since all the knowledge concerning the criteria is embedded into the fuzzy measure. As we manage a problem with n criteria, 2 n − 2 real numbers in [0, 1] is needed to be completely determined. It seems obvious that these coefficients are hard to be provided by the decision makers. In order to address this issue a number of strategies have been considered in the literature. The fuzzy measure identification methods have been studied by many authors (see [26, 47, 54, 55] ). The key point is to use optimization methods to build the fuzzy measure belonging to a particular family with the aim of reducing the initial requirements. The most relevant family is the k-additive fuzzy measures. This allows us to model interaction among at most k criteria.
A fuzzy measure µ is k-additive if its Möbius representation verifies for each A ⊆ C with |A| > k m µ (A) = 0 and there exist at least one subset A of cardinality k such that m µ (A) = 0.
• Secondly, the decision maker brings some ideas about the interactions of some criteria. The pairs (c M 1 , c O 1 ) and (c M 1 , c O 3 ) have to interact in a redundancy way. That is, the contribution of the pair should be inferior to the sum of the contribution of the criterion into it. However, the pair (c M 1 , c O 2 ) has to interact in a complementary way, i.e., it has a contribution superior to the sum of the contributions of the criteria in it. This means the following constraints on the Shapley indexes:
Thirdly, due to the fact that the CO 2 emissions are the great importance for the company, it is imposed that the overall importance of this criterion should be at least 0.15 over 1. This adds a new constraint through the Shapley value for this criterion.
This implies the constraint on the Shapley value I µ (c O 1 ) ≥ 0.15. In order to get the fuzzy measure we are looking for we incorporate all the previous requirements in the routine for minimum variance method implemented in the kappalab R package. As the resulting fuzzy measure µ has 2 6 = 64 values we show its Mobius transformation, which is shorter, in Table A2 . Analogously, Table A3 contains the Mobius transformation of the associated fuzzy measures µ M and µ O . Table A5 . Shapley values for fuzzy measure µ, µ M and µ M for experts (right) and non-experts (left).
Non-Experts Experts

